
Lord & Schryver’s Victory Gardens 

Some Favorite Varieties  

 

 

By 1944, Victory Gardens numbered about 20 million, which produced 8 million tons of food. 

The most popular produce grown in the Victory Gardens of WWII included beans, cabbage, 

kohlrabi, kale, lettuce, peas, tomatoes, squash, turnips and Swiss chard.  

 

Bonny Best Tomato 

The famous old canning tomato that was selected out of Chalk’s Early Jewel by George W. 

Middleton and introduced in 1908 by Walter P. Stokes seed house. It became one of the most 

respected canning varieties in America in the first half of the twentieth century. Medium-sized 

fruit is round, red, meaty and loaded with flavor. A good producer that makes a fine slicer too. 

Becoming hard to find due to modern, flavorless hybrids. 

 

 

Dwarf Grey Sugar Snow Pea 

An old heirloom variety once listed as Dwarf Gray Sugar Cabbage Pea that has been in 

production since before 1773. It was commercially introduced by D. M. Ferry & 

Company sometime prior to their 1881 catalog but after their 1875 edition. In 1881, they state 

that is it a, "new variety" and continue declaring it to be, "The most desirable of all the edible 

pod peas." Within a few years, other seed companies began listing this variety. Available today, 

its prolific, short bushy plants produce the earliest and most dwarf edible pods of all.  

 

 

Early Egyptian Beet 

Also known as Crosby's Early Egyptian, this heirloom variety was originally introduced from 

Germany in 1865. It became commercially available in 1880 after seedsman James Gregory 

purchased this beet from market gardener Josiah Crosby. This variety has been selected and 

refined over the years. Today, Crosby Egyptian is the largest early bunching beet type known for 

keeping its shape long into fall. 

 

German Wine Rhubarb  

In Britain, especially during the food shortages of the First and Second World Wars, rhubarb 

became a staple.  Often rhubarb plants were covered with large terracotta pots in order to warm 

the plants and to ‘force’ them to produce crops three to four weeks earlier than normal.  German 

Wine has green stalks with pink speckling and is used for making pies, preserves and even wine.  
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Golden Cross Bantam Corn 

Released in 1933 by the Clark Seed Company in Connecticut, this new hybrid sweet corn was 

of high quality and used for both roasting ears and canning. This variety was the standard for 

home and market gardeners for decades.  

Improved Bush Lima Bean  

First released in the 1909 Burpee Seed Catalog. When introduced, Improved Bush was regarded 

as the earliest and best of all large limas. The pods are enormous in size and grow most 

abundantly on vigorous upright bushes.  

 

 

Katahdin Potato 

Released in 1932 by the USDA and Maine, it is the standard to which all storage potatoes are 

compared. Mount Katahdin (Maine’s tallest peak at 5,267 feet) is famous for its steep trails. One 

of the best-known Maine potatoes and a North American standard, Katahdin is prized for its 

adaptability, consistent performance and waxy flesh that is delicious boiled or in potato salad. 

 

 

Marshall Strawberry 

This variety, discovered in 1980 by Marshall F. Ewell of Massachusetts, flourished in the Pacific 

Northwest throughout the early part of the 20th century, where it was an important crop in the 

region's berry industry. The Marshall, or a group of closely related "Marshall-type" varieties, was 

also grown under the names Banner, Oregon Plum, Pacific, Dewey and Oregon Improved. 

Unfortunately, it was especially susceptible to the strawberry crinkle virus and its commercial 

value declined. By the 1950s, it had largely been displaced by other cultivars. 

 

 

Perpetual Spinach 

This old heirloom, also called Leaf Beet, is very similar to true spinach in flavor. However, it is 

much easier to grow and far more vigorous than true spinach. The leaves are shiny green with 

white midribs and the steamed stalks taste like mild asparagus. Perpetual responds well to repeat 

cutting and is one of the easiest and most productive vegetables for a small space.  

 

 

Utah Jumbo Celery  

The original Utah cultivar dates back to the 1920s notes T.H. Abell in the 1922 work Celery 

Culture for Utah: “With the growth in celery culture came the trial of many varieties and...the 

introduction of a varieties of superior quality variously known as ‘Chinese’ or ‘Salt Lake,’ 

popularly supposed to be sports of ‘Giant Pascal.’ ...Recently the State Horticultural Society of 

Utah gave one of these sports the name of ‘Utah.’” This tall, upright celery has crisp 10" stalks 

and is used in salads and other dishes. 
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